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NTUT (National Corporation of Tsukuba University of Technology)
Agreement between Korea Employment Agency for the Disabled (KEAD) and NTUT

- June, 8th, 2009
- 13th agreement, 4th one with Korea Institutions:
  Korea National College of Rehabilitation and Welfare, Korea Nazarene University, Korea National Institute for Special Education

President Kim of KEAD (left) and President Murakmi of NTUT (right)
APCD (Asia Pacific Congress on Deafness) and Visit to Ratchasuda College (Aug. 4, ’09)

Former NTUT President, Dr. Ohnuma was a guest speaker at APCD

Three delegates of NTUT visited Ratchasuda College after APCD
Tianjin University of Technology visit to NTUT (Sep.28, ’09)

Four delegates from Tianjin University of Technology visit to NTUT (Sep.28, ’09)

Discussion on effective communication system at classes of deaf students.
NTUT 10th International Symposium (Oct. 1st, '09)

“Employment and Higher Education for the handicapped”

Dr. Pimpa of Ratchasuda talked about the situation in Thailand.
President Kim of KEAD talked about the situation in Korea.
The 100th Anniversary Commemoration of Korea Deaf Education (Nov.2-4, ’09)

to celebrate 100th anniversary of Korean Deaf education from USA, Canada, Japan and Australia et al.

President Murakami talked about NTUT with graduate school and employment situation in Japan
The 75th Anniversary of Russian Higher Education for people with disability (Dec.3-4, ’09) at BMSTU

President Murakami celebrated 75th Russian Higher Education for people with disability and talked NTUT with graduate school.

PEN International members got together to celebrate 75th Anniversary of Russian Higher Education for people with disability
workshops on effective classroom communication at BMSTU

Introduced N-TUT education, re-education and communication for teaching to Russian universities at BMSTU, including sign interpreters, note-takers
Greetings between Chang Chun Univ. and NTUT

Race via TV conferencing system between China and Japan
Communication with Changchun Univ. at Tsukuba Science Festival (Dec., ’09) by TV conferencing system

Science Festival at Tsukuba

Connection among Fest site (left above), Changchun (right above) and NTUT (left below)
Academic Workshop at Nazarene

9 teachers and 7 students from NTUT visited Korea Nazare University in March 2010 to discuss “Universal Design between home and station”.
NTUT first commencement as 4 year program institution (Mar. 19, ’10)
NTUT first graduate school entrance ceremony (April 5th, 2010)

7 graduate students entered to NTUT master programs

Congratulating message from BMSTU also welcomed 7 new students
Visit to Zhonghou University in April to celebrate 30th anniversary
Current Topics at NTUT

*Start to accept foreign undergraduate students (right, from Changchun University, China) studying at design major course.

*Start to accept graduate students, too.
See you in England in August!

2 NTUT students and 2 deaf students from 2 universities expect to join the summer leadership program and listen to deaf Japanese leader.